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Symposium of faith, economics, Liberty

About Us

What do we do when life’s questions appear in conflict with our faith? How do we deal
with today’s divisive issues like globalization, environmental stewardship, the role of government, world poverty, and trade inequities?
If you are on an honest search for the truth and respect the dignity of the human person, we invite you on a journey. Acton University, an annual, four-day exploration of the
intellectual foundations of the free society, will equip you to better articulate your understanding of liberty and morality and its application in a free and virtuous society.

“I suspect that there are quite a few
people out there who are receiving a
more useful education from Acton than
from the schools to which they pay
tuition. ”
Ryan Murphy, Ph.D. candidate, Kings College,
London, United Kingdom

Space is limited: register soon
Who should attend? If you are a religious leader, business person, teacher, nonprofit professional, seminarian, graduate student,
retiree, or if you are interested in deepening your understanding
of why the “good life” requires both liberty and virtue, then you
will benefit from this program.

Acton University offers many
opportunities:
Meet leading authorities
on economics, theology, public policy, globalization, the environment, and other disciplines.
Build your own curriculum
from more than forty courses ranging from the theological and
philosophical to the policy oriented and practical.
Network with people from diverse backgrounds
who share a concern about issues at the heart of faith and freedom.
Equip yourself to engage in the debate,
to better articulate your understanding of why liberty and virtue
are key ingredients in a just society.

schedule
The Foundational courses are a vital first step in the exploration of the various themes and topics addressed throughout the
week.This course series is specifically designed for all participants
who have not yet attended the Acton University or Toward a Free
and Virtuous Society conference program.

“I was in search of the moral dimension to add to sound economics and
politics. Acton University offered me
that critical tool ... thank you for your
help in spreading powerful truths,
inspiring ideas and authentic
hope.”

Please visit www.acton.org/ActonU for complete course
Fernando Lanas, Benedictine monk, Saint

descriptions.

Vincent Archabbey, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Tuesday, June 12
4:30 pm	Arrival and Registration
5:30 pm Opening Reception
6:00 pm Dinner
7:00 pm Evening Lecture — Distinctions and Definitions for a Free and Virtuous Society — Fr. Robert Sirico
8:30 pm Hospitality

Wednesday, June 13
9:00 am

Christian Anthropology: Freedom and Virtue [Foundational Course] — Dr. Samuel Gregg
Draws on Scripture, patristic sources, and natural law to ground the Christian vision of virtuous liberty in the idea of “freedom for excellence,” contrasting it
with the alternative of “freedom of indifference.” Outlines the concrete implications of these different understandings of human freedom. Required course for
those who have not previously attended a Toward a Free and Virtuous Society conference or Acton University.

Session 1

Lord Acton’s Histories of Liberty — Fr. Peter Laird (Acton alumni only)
Explores two of Lord Acton’s seminal essays—“History of Freedom in Antiquity” and “History of Freedom in Christianity”—to consider why
Acton believed Christianity to be the most powerful historical force for deepening and spreading the idea of liberty.
Economic Thought before the Enlightenment — Mr. Michael Miller (Acton alumni only)
Examines the medieval and Renaissance foundations of market economics, price theory, and economic value, paying special attention to late
scholastic moral theologians and philosophers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries who had a profound influence on Adam Smith and modern
economics.
Market Economics and the Family — Dr. Jennifer Roback Morse (Acton alumni only)
Illustrates how stable and healthy families are culturally essential for free and virtuous societies, examines the positive and negative implications
of market economies for the family and explains how the family can flourish in conditions that favor economic freedom.
10:15 am

Break

Register today

Register and pay online and receive a free one-year subscription
to the Journal of Markets &
Morality!

“The Acton Institute provides the world’s foremost training in the theology and philosophy
of the free-market model. Participants gain a
genuine appreciation for the human capacity to
innovate, produce, and provide.”

logistical Information

Michael Lee, associate director for corporate finance,
United States Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation;
adjunct professor of finance, Johns Hopkins University.

Dates: June 12–15, 2007

Conference Fees:

Location: L.V. Eberhard Center of Grand Valley State Univer-

o $450 includes conference fees for all sessions, lunches, dinners,

sity in downtown Grand Rapids, Michigan.

and receptions for the duration of the conference. Participants

Registration will begin at 4:30 pm on Tuesday, June 12 at the

will be responsible for their own lodging arrangements.

L.V. Eberhard Center. Further information regarding arrival, de-

o $650 includes conference fees for all sessions, breakfasts, lunch-

parture, and ground transportation will be included in registra-

es, dinners, receptions, and single occupancy lodging at the Days Inn

tion packets.

Downtown in Grand Rapids from June 12–16, 2007. Hotel reserva-

Contact Information:
Please contact Elly Barnette with any questions.
• E-mail: ebarnette@acton.org
• Phone: 616.454.3080
• Mail: Acton Institute, Attn: Acton University,
161 Ottawa NW, Suite 301, Grand Rapids, MI 49503
Call toll free at 1.800.345.2286

tions will be arranged by the Acton Institute.
Financial Assistance:
o Student: Full-time students and seminarians are eligible for a
full conference fellowship that covers lodging, meals, and conference fees. Need-based travel scholarships are also available.
o Non-student: Limited fee and travel assistance is available
for teachers, clergy, and nonprofit professionals.

Please visit www.acton.org/ActonU for complete conference information and the online registration form.
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